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Tiger Cagers Win
CLEMSON COLOR GUARD New York's East
From Wofford 28-23 IN SP'TBURG PARADE
Side Attends Dance
CLEMSON'S LAST GAME
Clark and Calhoun Make Finale ; Simons and Sher- ,
man Brilliant
The 1932 edition of the Tiger basketeers closed their season last Tuesday night by taking Wofford into
camp by a score of 28-23. The game
was one of the most exciting played on
the Tiger floor this season. Wofford
wanted the game badly in order to
give them undisputed possession of second place in the state race. The Tigers,
however, were just as determined to
end the season with a win over the
Methodists. After forty ■ minutes of
hard-fought basketball, the Tigers came
off the victors by a five point margin. .
In the first half the Tigers swept
the Terriers before them and cage."
the oval often enough to give them a
lead of 17-5 at the half. The play
in this half was featured by the Tiger offensive led by Simons and Sherman, and equally brilliant defense
which was led by Captain Clark. The
Terriers were forced to take long shots
over the Tiger defense and very seldom
were they able to get the ball off the
backboard. Clark, playing his last game
ir Clemson, showed up wonderfully in
getting the ball off the backboard and
starting up the offense.
Wofford came back after the half
and proceeded to wipe out nearly all
of the Tiger lead with five field tallies
in quick succession. Bulington dropped
in most of the threatening points. In
the midst of Wofford's scoring spree the
Tigers took time out and thought
things over.
Pat Calhoun, also playing his last game, came through with
three field goals in short order to turn
back the Terrier threat.
Sherman
also racked up a couple of points in 1
the closing drive of the Tigers.
The second half of the game brought
('Continued on page five)

SPRING BASKETBALL
INSTIGATED^ DAVIS
AH Varsity Men Practice Except Clark and Calhoun
For the first time in the history of
Clemson College, spring basketball practice is being held in the field house.
This is probably the only institution in
the South where this innovation is in
vogue.
Starting this

week

and

continuing

for a period of six weeks, Coach Joe
Davis will work his squad nightly in

DR. DANIEL SPEAKS ON
WASHINGTON'S LIFE
Memorial Tree from Mt. Vernon Planted by D. A. R.
The Andrew Pickens chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution
and the cadet corps of Clemson College
celebrated the birthday of one of America's greatest generals, George Washington, at the regular chapel hour on
Monday, February 22. The speaker for
the occasion was Dr. D. W. Daniel,
head of the English department at
Clemson.
Doctor Daniel pictured Washington
not as a genius but rather as a man
of great ability and common sense. He
described him as a zealot in education,
recognizing its supreme importance in
life. An interesting fact brought oiu
was that Washington was one of the
most progressive agriculturist of his
day, possessing many ideas about the
rotation of crops that our farmers of
today are just beginning to appreciate
Doctor Daniel closed with the statement
that heroes of peace are just as great
as heroes of war.
The remainder of the exercises consisted of the planting of a small oak
sent from Mount Vernon. The band
played "America" as each lady of the
D. A. R. came forward and placed a
shovel of dirt on the tree.
Mrs. B. B.
Bleckley then recited Joyce Kilmer's
well known poem, "Trees", at the close
of which Rev. J. O. Smith gave the
benediction.
The outdoor exercises were in mem.
ory of Ann Parmela Cunningham, the
founder of the Mount Vernon Association, organized for the purpose of pre-

R. O. T. C. Unit Represented
in Bi-Centenial Celebration
Cadets C. F. Earnhardt, V. R. Coggins, N. B. Glenn, and J. L. Moore
represented the Clemson College R. O.
T. C. Unit in the celebration of the
George Washington Bi-Centennial and
National Defense Program which was
staged in Spartanburg on February 22.
The program was begun at the Franklin Hotel, where the officers and guests
were banqueted. During the course of
the banquet the guests of honor, General Andrew Moses, of the General
Staff of the United States War Department, was introduced.
The grand parade, which started
from Morgan Square and ended in the
Converse Colege Auditorium, was reviewed from the piazza of the Franklin Hotel by General Moses, Brigadier
General Dozier, Adjutant General of
South Carolina, and other visiting officers. The parade was led by the Drum
Corps of the American Legion and three
military bands. Following came the Color Bearers and Color Guards of Clemson, Wofford and of the Presbyterian
College.
In addition to the College R.
O. T. C. Units present, there were also
several National Guard Units.
After the termination of the parade,
those present assembled in the auditorium of Converse College.
There,
the principal address was made by
General Moses. He delivered a most
interesting speech on "The Military Career of George Washington". General
Dozier addressed the audience on "The
Organization of the National Guards".
After a few other speeches, the day's
exercises were completed.

MANY

TIGER STAFF IS GIVEN
DINNER BYJARCOMBE

FREAK

Miss Claudiana Evans and
Emil Kelly Awarded Costume Prizes

The Bowery Ball on
Dr. Sikes, Mr. Hall, Mr. Major
February 26, met with
and Mr. Little John Are
This was the first time
Guests
had ever been given at
The Tiger staff was the guest of
Captain Harcombe at the delightful
banquet given on the evening of February 25 in the banquet hall.
The
guests of honor were Dr. E. W.
Sikes, and Mr. J. C. Littlejohn of Clemson and Mr. Wilton. Hall and Mr.
Harold Major of Anderson.
M!r. Hall, publisher of the Anderson
Daily Mail and editor of the Independent, rendered a talk on the fumrc
possibilities of Clemson througn the
agency of the press.
Many helpful
hints were gladly received by the staff
from his constructive criticism of the
Tiger.
Two other interesting talks
were made by Mr.
Major and Dr.
Sikes. Mr. Littlejohn centered his talk
around the life of Thomas G. Clemson,
bringing out many interesting sidelights which occurred during the colorful life of the founder of Clemson
College. One of the many interesting
subjects discussed by Mr. Littlejohn
was Mr. Clemson's
reasons.- for the
founding of this institution.

The banquet was prepared and served
in the distinctive
"Harcombe style
which met with the hearty approval ot
all. Many delicious courses mere served
serving the celebrated home of our first which were greatly enjoyed by the
executive. Mrs. Cunningham was a res- guests and the staff. The banquet was
ident of this state and a native of terminated by giving Captain Harcombe
Latirens county.
a rising vote of thanks.

COSTUME^

the evening cif
much success
a Bowery Bail
Clemson and
attracted dancers from all parts of the}
South.
ij
The "Florida Collegians", a Univerk"
sity of Florida orchestra under the',
masterful direction of Fred Hamilton!;
rendered their smartest dance tunes foci
the pleasure of about 550 gaily cos-f
turned dancers. Hamilton's unique at-4,
rangements of the numbers offered werfe
just suited for the type dance as th|
Bowery Ball. The Collegians broadcastdinner hour programs from Gainesville!
Florida, and are very popular with radi(j>
listeners in this section.
[j
Many costumes typical of the loucjli
and flashy characters of the frequently
ers of New York's "East Side" wenLj
worn.
The novel ideas of dress leiiRf
color and merriment to the dance.
>|
The judges selected as the prize wlt»
ning costumes those worn by Mis'sj
Claudianna Evans of
Anderson and)
Cadet Emil Kelly of Clemson. Miss
Evans wore a costume typical of those
sported by "Bowery gals" while Kelly
exemplified a hard boiled thug. There
were many exceptionally good costumes
worn and the judges found it hard
to select the winners. ....
The large Field House , was expertly
transforfmed into a place, resembling;
a den frequented by gun, molls and
gangsters.
At one end'of the dance
floor was a bar over which refreshments
were served. All around the edge's- Q£
the floor were many silhouettes representing typical "Bowery" tasmons.

I

Wallace Wade and Freddie Sington
JUNIOR-SENIOR WILL
Observe Tigers at Spring Practice NOT BE DISCONTINUED
Football enthusiasts and aspirants
were dealt a pair of pig-skin aces during
the past week in the visit to the local
gridiron of the two Ail-American performers who are now shaping the football forces at Duke University. These
two aces who were visiting their former
colleague at the University of Alabama,
Coach Neey, were none other than the
nation's best, Coach Wallace Wade, and
Freddie Sington. In footballs' Hall of
Fame there are perhaps no two figures
that stand out above these two Duke
mentors, at least in the minds of Clemson cadets.

Wallace Wade, head coach at Duke
an endeavor to put »out a quint' next University during the past year, was
year that will completely eclipse the a former Ail-American guard at Grown,
showing made by the Bengal five this but is first in the hearts of 'Bama
men for the fame of the Crimson Tide.
season.
During Wade's coaching career, he has
All varsity men are out with the thrice sent his team to perform on the
exception of Clark and Calhoun, who nation's field of football honor, the
graduate in June.
In addition, most Rose Bowl, way out in California. And
of this years' 'Rat" team, except Wood- thrice a Wade team went through the
ward, Spearman, and Dillard, who are football season without the bitter dregs
out for spring football, are practicing of defeat defiling their lips—right on
with the squad.
to their rightful national honors and
gridiron fame. And such is the stuff
Coach Davis intends to start practhat Wallace Wade is made of—fourtice next fall about the middle of Septeen karat, even' to his incisors.
tember in order to insure himself plenCoach Wade watched Neely's 1932
ty of time to develop his team. From
the way the Tigers conducted them- edition of the Tigers cavort through
selves in their last six games a fast, their tactics on Friday afternoon. He
offered many helpful suggestions which
efficient team is in order.

the candidates regarded as Manna sent
from heaven and they ate it up accordingly. Duke's big man wandered from
group to group and as he approached
a group their 'wim, wigor, and witality" suddenly burst forth in renewed
efforts to display a full stock of
"goods".
Coach Neely let the boys
show what they were made of in a
few minutes of scrimmage under the
watchful eyes of Wade before the
mentor left the field.

will be a banner day for those two big
boys for years to come.
Freddie was out on Riggs Feld on
both Tuesday and Wednesday afternoon, and judging from the numbers of
people who followed him up and down
the field to catch a glimpse of Sington
in action, he is still an Ail-American
performer.
He assisted
in drilling
the linesmen of his former coach,
Neely, and he threw himself into it
with the zest that demonstated that he
is an ardent student of the game. The
Sington system of coaching emphasizes
that old maxim, "action speaks louder
than words", for Freddie was certainly
a dynamo of action when he demonstrated those Ail-American tactics to the
squad. Although Gargantuan in size, he
was as nimble as a great jungle cat
and repeatedly broke through the best
of the Tiger linesmen while demonstrating defensive tactics.

Sington's visit to Coach Neely preceded that of Coach Wade's as he was
enroute to the
training quarters of
the Atlanta Crackers with whom he has
signed to play baseball this summer.
And if Freddie can connect with that
rock like he did two years ago with
the galloping ghosts of the gridiron,,
the Crackers have the rag clinched.
This big boy will chase the long ones
in the outfield of the Crackers and he
is certain to wield a wicked wand that
The men at 'Bama will long rememwill account for plenty of tallies for ber this swarthy giant of the grid who
the Georgians.
stands well above six feet and carries
Sington was an Ail-American tackle his 240 pounds of power" like it were
on that great Crimson Tide team in a gift of the gods. He was very pop1929 and 1930, and is now an assist- ular on that campus, and was credited
ant coach under his former coach, as being as thorough a student in his
Wallace Wade, at Duke. He had the classes as he was of the game of footdistinction of playing against Washing- ball. His genial smile and ringing voice
ton State's great Ail-American tackle, will long be remembered by those who
Edwards, in the Rose Bowl game, of
d the fortune to be under his tute1931. That was a memorable game and ■ge while he visited here.

Banquet Will Be Held; Jiuy
iors Make Redecision
At a recent meeting of the' Junior:
class it was definitely decided that thfeJunior class will sponsor a JuniorsSenior reception.
-...'.
Because of the present depression ljt
had previously been decided that1 there
would be no Juniof-Sehio'r''this' 'year,,
but instead, the Junior class would give
a dance with a dinner during inteimission. Upon reconsideration by the
members of the Junior class, they have
decided, upon a plan whereby the Seniors can be entertained with a nominal
expense.
The mess hall is -to be' the'•' scene,
of the reception, as has been the cus*torn in. the past. In order to , reduce
expenses. it has been decided not .tp.>
decorate the mess hall proper, but mere-;
ly to decorate each table. By so" doing,,
he expenses of the reception' will be
greatly decreased, as it has -'been estimated that the cost of decorating sucfy
a huge hall would total approximately
six hundred dollars. There will be . a
dance after the reception as usual.
It
has been estimated that the Junior's can'
give a reception with an expense- of ap- ■
proximately one-half as much as that .
of previous years. Definite plans have,
not been completed as yet, but imme:
diate action is likely to be' taken, in the
near future.■ — • ■■■■-■ •" ■»'?
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EDITORIAL
MORE CURES FOR DEPRESSION

It is doubtful that a more cooperative student body can be found in the
United States than the one at Clemion. The floor committee and the officials of the Senior Dancing Club are
to be highly congratulated on the regulations of conduct at the last dance.
We have seen many college dance
crowds, and at many schools, but never,
as a whole, a dance where alcoholic
inhibition is minimized as at Clemson
The refraining from drink shown eyen
by the few who do on special occasions, partake sparingly, shows a comnendable prevailing spirit, and in our
estimation, the award for abstainancc,
as well as good dances, goes to this
institution.
Last week, in the Parley-Voo, a
publication at Converse, reputed by
some to be a newspaper, published a
statement which in gist reads like this:
"To swell the sadly depleted treasury
of the Cotillion Club, we offer this
suggestion:
Give a Clemson-Converse
Ball and charge each cadet three dollars, • the poor nuts—they'll pay it".
Well, maybe we would, but we wonder if we would ride about a hundred
and twenty miles, dance five hours, get
not one minute of sleep, meet classes
the next day, write notes expressing
heavenly entertainment—swear we never
enjoyed a dance so much—answer letters of invitation with telegrams of
acceptance—feel sleepy and bum for a
week:—and when the next dance at
he agricultural college heaves into site
—be just as much in attendance as before—?
We are not trying to present the
idea that Conevrse girls are not welcomed to Clemson dances. We are always trying to raise our reputation
and our social status, and in this effort,
what charming, intelligent, elevated
understanding, fair and beautiful group
could offer us more? Realizing as we
do that only the social and financial
c'ristocracy of America are represented
at Converse, we feel highly honored
that they grace the domains of the
lowly state college with their poig-

It seems as though there may be yet some cure for the
depression. Henry Ford announces that he plans "to put up
everything we've got to help start the wheels a-turning".
The production of a million and a half automobiles, which
he soon plans to manufacture, will give employment to
400,000 men and will require the expenditure of several million dollars.
The Glass-Steagle measure, amending the Federal Reserve Bank laws, was recently passed and is supposed to
enable the Federal Reserve banks to expand credit by "open
market operations".
Mr. EPoover, a short time ago, threatened to embarrass
the big Bears of Wall Street if they did not quit playing
with the stock market and keeping it down. Incidentally,
Architectural Department to
he seems to be having some difficulty in frightening the
Cooperate with Hospital;
Bears very much.
Thumbitis Checked
Regardless of the success of all these measures, it goes
to show that at least the leaders of our country are making One of the primary means of egress
some effort to better things. If all of our national leaders from the Clemson College campus is by
would give more thought to really important things and less means of what is vulgarly termed
to such stupid things as the prohibition question, the country "hitch-hiking". This method is used by
a large majority of cadets and is conwould undoubtedly soon be on the road to certain recovery. sidered very popular. It is the most

THUMB TOWER TO SOON
LESSEN JHGJT STRAIN

DECISION
I. C. Blackwood. governor of South Carolina, stated
last week that he had not at that time decided as to whether
he would sign the property tax extension resolution which
the senate recently approved.
Some people evidently thought that signing the resolution would mean the closing of the public schools; others
thought differently. Regardless of his decision, the governor
is in for some severe criticism.
This is just another example of the penalty which those
who are in possession of high authority must pay. Governor
Blackwood's friends hold that his deliberateness on matters
of this sort is due to his desire to thoroughly think them out,
while those unnfriendly to him say that he is uncertain and
merely stalling for time. Either move which the governor
chose to make was bound to make him innumerable enemies
and to injure him politically.
Perhaps after all, it is not so bad to be a private in
the rear ranks with no sense of responsibility. At any rate
it is a bit easier on the nervous system.

successful and certainlv the least expensive of all means of travel. From time
to time, however, unfortunate circumstances leave a great deal to be desired from the standpoint of the cadet: his comfort, the facility of procedure, and the proper response to his
requests. Not an exiguous number of
motorists are hesitant about assuming
the responsibility of companions. This
is due, undoubtedly, to several major
reasons:
1.

nant beauty and unresisting attraction,
but why do they brag about the success their dances are with the Clemson students—we have from ten to
fifty of them here on many occasions
of festivious cyncopation—but most of
us still wear the same old caps that
fitted back in September.
But on second consideration the idea
may not be so bad
Since time lmmemoriable there have been two kinds
of people—one set to produce and the
other to consume-—and a Converse
girl, we admit, is usually so busy gaining knowledge and comprehension of
the beautiful and aesthetic things of
life, that so called necessitates such as
mere money
never
occur in her
thoughts until some inconvenience is
suffered.
Wonder if there is any
connection symbolized here between the
bird-in-the-gilded cage, and the salt-of
the-earth ?
Running true to predictions, the
costumes at the dance were many and
varied. Imagine the door-man's embarrassment when a cadet painted himself
red and posing as a gasoline pump
demanded admission. The officials decided it was oil right, though and the
show went on. You see it was like
this: "Kyso" Green saw him coming
and demanded the customary ticket.
""No ticket", he replied, "but I Havol:ne". Whereupon "Kyso" seeing he was
in a Quaker State, let him in.
Then
Benzene him entering and enGulfed
him with Ethyl who was carrying Standard equipment and who was, incidentally
a Texacoed. With her mellowed-a-hundred-million years Pennsylvania brogue
she soon had him Shelling out. About
this time the Marine spied him and
broke. 'It's a Sinclair" he said, "for
you to dissipate your compression power by not being dry. Kerosene you like
this and thought you were Crude.
Whereupon poor old Clair, and h.
pal, Petroleum,
decided winter was
over, changed their alcohol for water
and departed for the refinery, where
they tied them up to Emily Post and
taught them how to Converse correctly.
Stations" at suitable points of egress.
One for Greenville, one for Anderson,
and one for Seneca—thus taking care
of the three major highways through
and out of Clemson College.
At these points the travellers would
congregate and the motorists would
collect a capacity load of cadets going in their direction. Confusion would
be minimized along the highway and efficiency would predominate.

The Freshman class at North Carolina State are going to manage their
own c hapel
programs—perhaps the
chapel hour here could offer more
of a lure if the students had an interest in the programs.
A professor of psychology at Colgate University recently required his
students to sleep in class so that he
could determine the most effective pitch
for an alarm clock. We could use a
class like that after any dance.
The Emory Wheel of Emory University quotes "Big Bill" Tilden as
stating that tennis will displace football
in the future. By the looks of the
conditions of the courts here at Clemson that era is in the "dim future".
The perfect date at Tennessee Tech
must be neat, friendly, congenial, a good
conversationalist, attractive, broad minded, intelligent, economical, thrifty, sincere, respectful, pure, and simple. (95%
simple). We would like to know where
such a date could be found—it sounds
like Utopia.
The University of Pennsylvania is
seeking a fund of $20,000,000 "to put
us in a position where we can meet
our fellow institutions of the first rank
on a reasonably even basis," according
to President Thomas S. Gates.
Perhaps the state legislature would be interested.

NEWS SHORTS
Edited by MORRIS
It is the endeavor of this column to
present in tabloid form, happenings of
importance and interest throughout
the world.
President Hoover has put the issue
of economic recovery up to the people.
His call for a united campaign against
hoarding should resound throughout
the land. The public must be made
to realize that the return of normal
times is impossible so long as it allows panic to govern its conduct. President Hoover, with the support of Congress, has taken the lead in the reconstruction movement. But nothing can
be accomplished unless the people themselves cooperate.
We hope that the Geneva Disarmament Conference will let us keep our
ships until the warring factions about
Shanghai refrain from serenading oui
citizens with bombs.

It seems as though the League of
Nations has failed completely in its mission to insure World Peace by arbitration. The Sino-Japanese trouble runs
its course of slaughter and butchery,
and although China and Japan are
The Problem
members of the League, that body can
The problem is the design of a typ- do nothing to bring about the cesical "Thumb Station". Complete freedom sation of hostilities.
is allowed the individual competitor in
the solution of materials, the style, and
Owing to a lack of funds Virginia
the size of the structure. He is ad- public schools must close this session a
vised, however, that the building should good bit earlier than usual. Youngsters
be nominal in proportion and probably of the Old Dominion will thus recall
not exceed io'x3o' in its outside dimen- Bicentennial year even longer and more
sions.
pleasantly.
The incorporation of a small retiring
room might be considered. A fireplace,
while not essential, would be a decided advantage in bad weather. A direction indicator should be an integral
part of the design, but the student is
cautioned not to make it too obtrusive.
The chaarcter of the building should
be such that it would attract immediate attention by reason of its distinctive and unique quality.

Whale meat for contented cows" may
be the slogan of the future if plans of
Norwegian whale fishermen and scientists succeed. A newly discovered dehydrating process is said to allow the
preservation of whale meat for long
periods of time, thus making it possible
to use all of the "whale waste", which
is generally thrown back into the sea,
for making food for livestocok.

Ignorance of the destination of
of cadet or cadets.
2. A hope that the next group of
cadets will appear more suitable.
3. An insufficient or too large a
I
number of cadets at one point.
\
4. A loathing
for Sophomores, Requirements for Presentation
NOTICE
which might at times be an obA perspective of the building as seen,
"As You Were", suggested by Revsession.
from the highway.
erend "Bony" McGrew, will be the title
5. A desire to "pick and choose".
A plan, showing the disposition of of the new snapshot suggestion of the
In order to remedy these and other rooms or room treatment, and possi-j Taps.
Three theater passes will be
difficulties for both motorists and stu- ble landscape develooment.
awarded "Dangerous Dan" for his sugdent the Faculty of Architecture proA section at small scale perpendic- \ gestion, announces B. E. B. Snowden,
poses the erection of three "Thumb ular to the highway.
editor-in-chief of the annaul.
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by the Extension Department of the
Dairy Division. After the serving of
refreshments the club adjourned.

yyems
VESPER SERVICE
The vesper service Sunday evening
were conducted by the G W. C. Deputation team.
Miss Martha Lavender,
president of the G. W. C. Y. W. C. A.
introduced Miss Mildred Langford, vicepresident of the Y. W. C. A., who had
charge of the program. Miss Langford
and another member of the group led
the devotional which was followed by
a talk on "What would you dq if you
met Jesus".
A violin solo was next
and preceded another talk on the same
theme, taking the story of Jesus and
Zacchhoeus as an illustration. "What
changes meeting Jesus would bring in
my life" was then discussed after which
the program was brought to a close
•with a solo by Miss Martha Lavender.
At the conclusion of the G. W. C.
program, Wallace Fridy gave the report
•of the nominating committee for next
year's officers.
The committee, which
was composed of W. W. Fridy, P. N.
Calhoun, B. D. Cloaninger, J. A. Weston, and J. W. Talbert, made its decision from the names suggested by members of the corps.
N. B. Glenn will
run with O. B. Garrison for president
and the loser of this will run with T.
O. Bowen
for
vice-president.
The
loser of this will run with C. A. Arrington for secretary. The members of
the Y will vote on these men next Sunday at the regular vesper hour. It is
hoped that all members will be present.

*

CLEMSON DELEGATES ATTEND
BLUE RIDGE CONFERENCE
Clemson, at the conference held in
Atlanta last Sunday and Monday, for
the purpose of arranging the program
for the Blue Ridge Y. M. C. A. conference to be held in June, was represented by N. B. Glenn, C. P. Hogarth,
W. B. Perry,
W.
J. Burton, Roy
Cooper, and Mr. Holtzendorff. C. P.
Hogarth,
student secretary
of the
Southern region, presided at all the
meetings. Among the other schools represented were Emory, Georgia Tech,
and Tennessee. Several leaders of the
student Y. M. C. A. were also present, including Claude Nelson and Jim
Hardwick of Atlanta, Dean Field of
Georgia Tech, Mr. J. P. Carter of
Emory, and Rev. Tom Wright of Chapel Hill.
Constructive plans were formulated
for the conference at Blue Ridge this
summer, centering around the theme,
"Building the South of Tomorrow".
The prominent public figures who have
been asked to serve on the faculty at
the conference are Kirby Page, nationally known editor; Rev. E. McNeil
Poteat of Raleigh; Dean Field of Georgia Tech, and Dr. Weatherford of
Nashville. Clemson will be represented
on the faculty by Prof. W. W. Burton. The rates for the conference will
be somewhat lower this year in keeping with the general trend of prices.
If anyone is interested in attending,
see Mr. Cooper or Mr. Holtzendorff.
—W. J. B.

SENIOR "Y" COUNCIL
The Senior "Y" Council held its
regular meeting in the Cabinet room
last Friday night just after supper.
The meeting was called to order, and
B. D. Cloaninger led the devotion, after which a prayer was offered by Mr.
Holtzendorff. The Council accepted an
invitation to supper and a meeting on
the river Thursday night, March 10th.
Mr. "Dad" Folger will be the guest
of honor at that time. D. HL Kennemur was welcomed back into the Council, and "Skinny" Hall was a visitoi.
The meeting was then turned over to
Prof. Burton, who continued his discussion on the Life of Christ.
METHODIST STUDENT
CONFERENCE
Clemson was well represented at the
State Methodist Student Conference
which convened in the Bethel Methodist
church, Spartanburg, S. C, February
26-28, by the following cadets: J. L.
Deloach, T. W. Tanner, G. V. Whetstone, J. L. Grigsby, E. L. Ready, S. L.
Timmons, E. Morrow, D. M. Cox, L.
M. Dobson, J. T. Herbert, P. G. Chastain, H. L. New, C. L. Fike, C. P. Hogarth, and K. E. Nuessner.
After the registration Friday afternoon, came the opening devotion. This
was followed by the first discussion
group. These discussions were very interesting and inspiring as they dealt with
problems whihc are vital ones in a student's life. The students were placed
in groups in order that each student
present might have the opportuinty of
hearing all of the speakers. The topics
of the discussion groups were as follows : "The Mind of Christ concerning
Marriage, Home, and Family," by Ford.
"The Mind of Christ concerning Standards of Conduct" by Rev. J. O. Smith,
pastor of the Methodist Church of
Clemson; "The Mind of Christ concerning Prayer, Faith, and the Bible"; by
Dr. A. M. Traywick, head of the Religious Education of Wofford; and "The
Mind of Christ concerning the Student
and his Church Relationships", by Rev.
J. M. Rast, pastor the Trinity Church
of Spartanburg. At the conclusion of
Friday's discussion, supper was served
in the basement of the church by the
ladies of the church.

PALMETTO LITERARY SOCIETY
The regular meeting of the Palmetto Literary Society was held in the
Society Hall Thursday evening at 8
o'clock.
The program began with a
talk by T. C. Biggar on "Some of the
Little Things in Life". The debate,
"Resolved,
That the
Chain
Store
Method of Distribution is Beneficial to
Society", was argued by G. B. Dorn for
the affirmative and by J. W. Moore
for the negative. The decision of the
judges was in favor of the negative.
Following the formal debating of the
question, there was an informal discussion of it by the members.
After
a short business sesison the meeting
adjourned.
A. S. C. E.
The members of the A. S. C. E.
were shown slides on the "Mississippi
Control" at their meeting Thursday
night. Following the slides, plans for
the coming banquet were completed.

We know why
men smoke
PIPES

The Women's club of Clemson College was host to its members, their
husbands, and friends on Thursday evening at the Y. M. C. A. building. The
president of the club, Mrs. C. A. Lutken, and her various committees had
a very pleasing and informal program
for the evening.
Mrs. W. H. Mills was the hostess to
the members of the Wednesday Afternoon Book Club this week. Books were
exchanged and discussed,
following
which Mrs.. Mills served tea and cakes.
Mrs. D. W. Watkins has returned to
her home from a very delightful trip
to Washington to spend the bi-centennial holidays there with her husband,
who is connected with the United States
department of agricunlture.
Miss Gladys Beckham, who has been
employed at Clemson for the last two
and a half years as stenographic atsistant in the office of Mr. A. B. Bryan, left on Saturday for her home
in Lancaster.
Miss Beskham has resigned her position with the college
as she expects to be married in the
spring to Mr. Hunt Moffatt, of East
Orange, N. J.
Friday evening, Mrs. Dargan entertained a number of her friends with
several tables of bridge in honor of
Miss Gladys Beckham.
The quarterly meeting of the Clemson College
chapter
of
Winthrop
Daughters was held on Wednesday
evening with Mrs. F. C. Anderson as
hostess, and Mrs. B. B. Burley, president, presiding. After the regular routine of business was carried out, Mrs.
Anderson served dainty refreshments.

A. S .A. E
The A. S. A. E. held its regular
meeting last Thursday evening in Dr.
Calhoun's class room. The speakers of
the evening were Glympth and Knese.
Knese gave some valuable information
on "Power Farming in the West"; at West Point now preparing for the
Glympth made a very interesting talk Olympics. "Top" was graduated from
on "Washington.the Agricultural Engin- West Point in '25. Luck to you, "Top".
eer."—A. A. L.
Joe Chambers, '24, now with WLW
at Cincinnati, visited on the campus recently.
'Notice! Alumni, send in your news.
Ben V. Martin, '26, is with WestingSTATE ALUMNI TO MEET
house at Sharon, Pa.
Capt. F. L. Parks, '19, is stationed
During the South Carolina Teachers'
at West Point.
A. A. McKeown, '10, is living at Association meeting that is to be held
Rock Hill and is one of the District in Columbia March 10, 11 and 12,
County Agents.
the Columbia chapter of Clemson ColBill Hines, '20, sends his greetings lege Alumni is sponsoring a State-wide
from Shanghai.
meeting of the old graduates to be held
Dr. L. K. Boggs writes from Korea. in the Washington Street Methodist
Slick Ellison is with Grinnel Com- church on the evening of March nth.
pany located at Dallas, Texas.
At this meeting the organization of
B. O. Williams and George Wise, a live, wide-awake Alumni Association
'30, are at the University of Minnesota, is going to be stressed to the fullest
extent. Besides the Alumni President,
in St. Paul.
Railroad Shedd is with Westinghouse Mr. James Lynah, '02, many other promat Chattanooga.
inent Clemson graduates will be presA. S. Newman, ex-'22, is stationed ent.

WOMEN don't smoke pipes.
They're not the style for women. But pipes are the style for men,
and more than
that, a pipe and
good tobacco gives
a man greater
smoking pleasure
than tobacco in
any other form.
In 42 out of 54
American colleges
and universities

A pipe is not for girls

Edgeworth is the favorite pipe tobacco. Cool slow-burning burleys give
this fine tobacco exactly the character
that college men
like best of all.
Try a tin of
Edgewotth yourself! You can buy
Edgeworth wherever good tobacco
is sold. Or if you
prefer, you can get
A pipe is a real man's
smoke

a special sample
packet free: write

to Larus 8C Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d St.,
Richmond, Va., and ask for it.

WITH THE ALUMNI

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Edgeworth is a blend of fine old burleys,
with its natural savor enhanced by Edgeworth's distinctive
and exclusive eleventh process. Buy
Edgeworth anywhere in two forms
—Edgeworth ReadyRubbed and Edgeworth Plug Slice. All
sizes, 15)! pocket
package to $1.50
pound humidor tin.
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PICTURE SHOW SCHEDULE
March 4—"Her Majesty, Love"
March 7—"Possessed" Joan Crawford.
March n—"Beast of the City"
March 14—"Under Eighteen,"
March 17—"Dance Team"
March 19—"Emma'
March 22—"She Wanted"
March 23—"Cuban Love Song"
March 24—"Private Lives"
March 28—"Hell Divers"
March 30—"Local Boy Makes Good"
April 7—"Tulane vs So. California"
April 8—"After Tomorrow"
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CLUBS ANU SOCIETIES J

ALPHA ZETA
The first meeting of Alpha Zeta,
Tuesday, February
23, in their new
club room, B-15, was attended by most
of the members. They were very much
pleased with the new furniture, curtains, and shades which Captain Harcombe had placed there.
Each member of the Alpha Zeta* has a key, and
the room is open to any of the members at any time. The taking in of new
members into the Chapter in April was
the main topic of discussion. The initiation will terminate April 19 with a
FRESHMAN COUNCIL MEETING banquet, celebrating the second anniverThe Freshman Council held an in- sary of the founding of the South Carteresting meeting Tuesday evening, Feb. olina Chapter.
23.
The devotional was led by Rat
DAIRY CLUB
McDonald. Several new members were
Prof. Elting of the Extension Divistaken in, and they were cordially welcomed into the group. Mr. Cooper was ion was the speaker at the regular meetthe leader in a. most educational dis- ing of the Dairy Club, Thursday night,
His topic,
cussion. The council was glad to have at the Dairy Building.
"Organization
of
the
Extension
Divisas its guest, Joel Weston. The meeting
ion", dealt chefly with the work done
was closed with a prayer by Weston.

CABINET MEETING
The regular meting of the Y. M. C.
A. cabinet was held in the cabinet
Torn of the Y at 7:30 Monday evening.
Rev. Mr. Smith continued his discussion of the Manhood of the Master,
using Harry Emerson Fosdick's book
of that name as a text. This week he
talked on the Sincerity of Christ. All
members were asked to turn in the
names of several people whom they
thought would make good officers for
the coming year.

A. S. M. E.
The A. S. M. E. met Thursday
night with a large atendance of members and visiting Engineering students.
All who attended enjoyed very much
a six reel picture, "Arteries of Industry", shown by the courtesy of the
National Lobe Company.

CAMPUS NOTES
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ALL FOR $100
One Himyar Cigarette Maker $1.00
One Himyar Cigarette Case
.35
Two 20c Pkgs. Himyar Cig. Tob .40
A Real Bargain! TOTAL - - $1.75

Made By Makers of Spud Cigarettes
jftfc A^*-

AHE AT*

jftfc A^A A^> Al^fc jftfc iftfc jftfc <Wfc A .4 A*A jftfc jftfc jfth J^fc A^A jftfc jWfc J^fc jftfc J^fc jftfc jftfc jJSfc jftfc iftfc jftfc

X. 6. QlZazlin
panu C^40
®zu9 eomvan
;

P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager
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JOKES
Bimbo—These cakes are as hard
as stones.
Bobo—Didn't you 'hear the landlady say, 'Take your pick' then
she passed them around?
She—There are a lot of mistakes in my cook book.
He—Yes, I have tasted them.
Fair Damsel—What would you
do if I began to cry?
Patrick Calhoun—|Hang out
■wet paint sign. «
Dr. Daniel—Isn't that young lady
rather fast?
Cadet—Yes, but I won't let this
one get away from me.
Dr. Milford—If you are not true
to your teeth, do you know what
will become of them?
Charlie Moss—Sure I do. They
will become false.

??
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Wise—Poor, Joe, they put him
Dr. Sikes—1 am worried about
in jail because he was successful. my wife's memory.
Wiser—Aw, no, they can't a,o
Col. Munson—Can't she remember anything?
that.
Wise—Oh, yes. He made money.
Dr. Sikes I—tis not that—she
remembers everything.
Lady—Could I see the captain?
First mate—(He's forward, miss.
The word 'obey' is now deleted
Lady—I'm not afraid.
I have from the marriage service.
But
been out with college boys before. many husbands will find it hard to
shake off an old established habit.
Jimmy Baker—Have you ever
been in a railroad accident?
Flapper—I'm telling you for the
Tolbert—Yes, once when I was last time that you can's kiss me.
in a train and we went through a
Red Fordham—Fine fine, I knew
dark tunnel I kissed the father in- you would weaken sooner or later.
stead of the daughter.
Prof. Liippincott—lEr-er excuse,
Col. Munson—Do you think you me sir. I-I've courted your daughcan make a good portrait of my ter for the past ten years and—
wife?
I want to marry her.
Artist—My friend, I can mate
Mr. Father—You surprise me—
it so lifellfe that you will Jump I thought you wanted a pension.
every time you look at it.
"To what do you attribute your
After I had sung my encore, I great age?, asked a gentleman of
heard a gentleman from one of the Grandpapa Abraham.
papers call out 'Fine, fine'.
"Well, I can't say, yit" They's
Dear me, and did you have to several o' them testimonial fellers
pay it?
a'dickering wit me.

Taxi driver—My gosh what a
Dr. Sikes—My wife has run away
clutch.
with a man in my car.
From the rear—Say, you keep
Dr. Daniels—Good heavens. Not
your eyes to the front.
This 18
your new car?
none of your business.
They all laughed when I san
He—Do you thing you could
down to the piano. The bench was
gone.
learn to love me?
She—Why not?
I learned to
She—Are all good looking men love olives.
conceited?
Father, forgive me. I kissed a
J. P. Littlejohn—I'm not.
pretty girl.
How many times did, you comProf. Godfrey sent us the following notice to publish: "Lost— mit this terrible sin?
Father, I came here to confess,
An umbrella by a man with six
and not to brag.
bent ribs and an ivory dome.
We all want you to come to our
May—He said he could, live on
party tonight, Mandy.
my kisses.
Can't, Sambo.
I'se got a case
Fay—Well, are you gong to feed
of diabetes.
him some?
Come along anyway, Mandy, and
May—Not until I find out what
bring it iwth you. These niggers
he expects for dessert.
;
11 drink anything
lEdma—How did you get the
mark on your cheek, Helen?
Col. Munson—Is that your cigHelen—The boss had his pen be- arette butt on the floor?
hind his ear when he said "Good
Rat—Not at all, sir—you saw
morning".
it first.

I'd hate to be called an Outdoor Girl!

?>i

T I THAT usually means a girl's a total loss
JL in a tete-a-tete . . . and takes up
'nature' as a last resort! But I must confess a liking for hills and forest trees . . .
and all genuine natural things.
"I like the simple sincerity of Chesterfield's advertising. Have you noticed it?
There's no extravagance in the claims. Just
everyday facts about the fine tobaccos they
select and the painstaking way they develop
the flavor and aroma.
"I've never smoked a milder cigarette!
And I never tire of the flavor ... a fine
natural tobacco taste. They burn evenly,
too. Either they're rolled more carefully...
or the paper's better. I feel the greatest confidence in Chesterfields. They satisfy me.!''

• Listen in... Hear Chesterfield's Radio Program.
Nat Shilkret and his brilliant orchestra. Every
night, except Sunday... Columbia Broadcasting
System ... 10:30 E. S. T. Music that satisfies!

•THEY

TASTE

BETTER

L
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Prof. Philpott—This paper printj

DRIBLET
DOPE

who will never lisCOMPANY BASKETBALL MANAGEMENT OF MESS atenlistto ofa people
radio program again. It
bad for your radios.
HALL IS EXPLAINED sounds
rOURN AMENTM AR. 2Prof. Asbill—-I don't believe it.
Regimental Championship to
Be Determined; Gold Basketballs Awarded

Bill Lippincott—ii only play the
piano
to kill time.
The Clemson College Mess Hall
Randall
Coggins—Your playing
is a department of which every cauet of this institution should be should kill anything.
more than proud of. It is not only
Now that long 3kirts are back in
a striking example of the most modern methods of cooking and. bak- style girls can start getting vacing, but it is also a perfect picture cinated again.

The Company basketball tournament
to determine the Regimental championship team will swing into action in the
"Y" gym at 4:45 Wednesday, March
cock : "We sincerely think that if the 2, and run until 8 P. M. Friday, March
THE OLD PEPPER
Two games will be played each
It seems that quite a few of the upperclassmen would set the new frosh 11.
colleges of the state are this year hav- an example of spirit, Carolina would day, one at 4:45 in the afternoon and
ing difficulty in keeping the pepper in again rise up at the mention of "Clem- one after supper at 6:4s.
of cleanliness and economy. Under
Weston—(What do you do when
The tournament will wind up a se- the exceedingly capable management
that strange phenomenon of college life son" and coaches would have an easier
known as school spirit.
Scriptually time keeping the morale of the squads ries of scheduled games that has in- of Captain J. D. Harcombe, the in doubt kissing a girl?
Snippy—I give her. the benefit
cuded all the companies, staff, and bu- Mess Hall has gained an enviable
speaking, ii is, of course, proper to at a high level".
eradicate the "mote" before making any
Judging from purely personal obser- gle corps. The series commenced just reputation throughout the countr*. of the doubt.
reference to the "beam". But be that vations at the recent Clemson-Carolina after the Christmas holidays and conOne need not be told of the cleanBob told me I was the eightn
as it may, we have no kick coming so boxing match, we'd say that Carolina tinued until March 1, giving each team liness of the kitchen, if be will visit
far as the school spirit of Clemson is is still able to not only rise up at a chance to play two or three games a it, because the kitchen speaks for wonder of the world.
What did you say?
concerned. Our concern is with others. the mere mention of the name "Clem- week.
itself. The tile of the floors and
I told him not to let me catch
Excellent
spirit
and
cooperation
has
At the neighboring university of Fur- son", but to even do a great deal
wainscotting is always spotless, ana
man, the old spirit has fallen to such of booing and hissing at the actual sight been shown by every team during the the cooking utensils shine like new. him with any of the other seven.
entire schedule. Only three games have ill the silver is scalded under a
a level as to turn the attention of of Gemson men.
Dong skirts are like prohibition—
been forfeited during the whole season hot stream of water immediately
alumni and coaches toward methods of
of play. A great many well-played, after it comes from the tables, they make the joints harder to find.
immediate resuscitation.
Accordingly,
NEWS SPOTS
—The Yellow Jacket.
the officials have arranged to wind up
Ping Pong—Tulane, the alma mater hard-fought games have been played and before it goes to the dish washthroughout
the
schedule.
The
teams
spring practice with a regular football of the youthful Clifford Sutter, sixth
er. Every glass i3 washed, separateHe—You never can tell about a
game. "Following that the alumni will ranking tennis star, has a ping pong are pretty evenly matched when taker ly and by hand. The cooking pots
as
a
whole,
and
with
the
increased
pep
girl.
and pans are all made of Monei
meet on the campus, have a banquet craze, having just held her first tourShe—And if you can you should
and interest displayed over the tourna- emtal or stainless steel. The stainand discuss Furman and Furman af- nament for students.
ment, some fast and furious contests less steel roasting pans ever made not.
fairs general, with special emphasis bewere for the Clemson Mess Hall.
An Amateur—Sir Thomas Lipton, will surely result.
ing placed upon the reviving of the
Porter—Did you miss your train,
Gold basketballs will be given the
An outstanding feature in the
old "spirit". Incidentally, Coach Jess England's famous sportsman, has spent
Neely has for the last four week ends approximately $10,000,000 trying to take winning team as the award to the Reg- management of the Mess Hall is sir?
Prof. Lane: No. I didn't like the
economy. All the soap used in the
of the spring football training period the trophy of the racing yatch America imental champions.
looks
of It so I chased it out of
Following
is
a
schedule
of
the
tourkitchen
is
made
there,
utilizing
the
back
to
England.
Notwithstanding
this
staged a regulation game on Riggs
fats after they have been rendered the station.
Field.
The experiment has proven fact, Sir Thomas is still an amateur. nament games for the first round:
for frying. Also, the kitchen makes
very successful in maintaining the inter- The value of the cup in question is Wednesday, March 2, 4:45—A vs F
Thursday, March 3, 4:45—G v s. L. it own ice, and the flour and, sugar TIGEtR CAGES WIN
est of both players and spectators in something like $150.00!
6:45—Staff vs. Bugle Corps.
FROM WOFFORD 28-23
icks are made into aprons for
the practice.
Friday,
March 4, 4:4s—B vs. M; 6:4s, the cooks.
(Continued from page one)
'Tight Game—Two players collapsed
Down at Carolina, however, they
D. vs. E.
The quality of food served from
seem to be making somewhat less prog- in the third extra period of a recent
the kitchen is the highest possible. about some of the most thrilling action
ress along these lines. The general sit- basketball game in Michigan. The con- Monday, March 7, 4:45—C vs. H.
The canned goods, fruits, flour, etc. of the season. Bullington, for the Teraution at the University is expressed test was finally called a draw at 40 K and I Companies drew byes.
Tuesday,
March
8,
4:45—I
vs.
winner
are all products of the best ana riers, contributed some beautiful shots,
in the following except from the Game- all.
of B vs. M.
most widely known producers in while Calhoun, for the Tigers, found
Wednesday, March 9, 4:45—K vs. win- he country. Six thousand gallons the basket when points were needed;
fight to Jones for the first part of
ner of C vs. H.
of South Carolina canned products his total of ten points made him high
the round, but Jones landed a fast
Friday, March II, 8:00—Finals.
were bought for this session, the scorer. Pat's play throughout the entire
lght on Moore's jaw and Tally was
products being canned whole and 01 second half was fast and furious. He
counted out by the referee.
specified size and grade. It is the and Clark both turned in beautiful
Harry Sloan. Tiger lightweight, lost
policy of the Mess Hall Department games to round out their careers as
-?\i a recent meeting, the Gamma 3. very close decision to Sides of Duke.
to buy local products when they Tiger cage stars.
Simons, Davis, and
Chapter of the Iota Lambda Sigma Fra- Sides won the first round by using a
\re
available
and
suitable.
About
Sherman
were
all
very much in the
ternity voted in the following members
st right cross. Sloan earned a draw
140
gallons
of
sweet
milk
are
purgame.
Simons
displayed
his usual unH. L. Byrd, J. W. Cantrell, A. D. in the second round by using his left
chased daily from the college dairy, canny floor work and hit the hamper
Fordham, R. Harrelson, F. L. Sparks, which landed continuaaly on Side's jaw.
and W. A. Thompson. Fordham and The third round was very fast and Resume of Games Shows Weak costing about $1500 a month. The for four points. Simons and Davis both
daily ration consists of approximate- played the floor well and contributed
Thompson are seniors, while the other many blows were exchanged. It was
Start and Big Finish
ly fifty per cent meats, meat pro- six points apiece.
initiates are juniors.
hard to choose a winner, but the
'icts, dairy and poultry proudcts.
Widenhouse's floor game materially
This is the highest honor bestowed judges' verdict was given to Sides.
Approximately one ton of turkeys aided the Terriers' rally after the hafl.
The
Clemson
basketball
team
this
upon an Industrial Education student,
Lumpkin, North Carolina, defeated
since active membership in this fra- Bannister, welterweight, in a fight that year enjoyed only a fair season. The is bought for Thanksgiving ana This spurt threw a real scare into the
Tiger supporters. The Methodists rapternity is limited to students of excep- was featured by hard hitting. Lump- team fell far short of all pre-season "■hristmas dinners.
The meat and baking departments idly closed up the gap and nearly tied
tional high chaarcter and mental ability. kin won the first and second rounds expectations. Of the twenty games
All the score.
Iota Lambda Sigma is an honorary using his right to Bannister's head. scheduled the Tigers emerged victorious are especially well equipped.
only
seven
times.
Not
once
did
the
Benthe
bread
and
pastry
served
is
professional industrial education fra- Bannister came back to fight him to a
CONQUEST
ternity founded at Penn State College, draw in the third, but Lumpkin had gals come out ahead of an out-of-state made in the bakery, and all the
team.
On
the
contrary
they
lost
eight
■
a
usage
is
specially
made
in
the
where the Grand Chapter is located. sufficient points to give him the degames to foreign enemies. Toward the meat department.
The fires foi Milton, the blind, who looked, on
The Gamma Chapter was initiated at cision.
Paradise!
end of the season, however, the team the baking ovens are outside the
Clemson in May, 1930.
"Little Gun" Cannon won from Gill, semd to get its had above the sur- bakery; thus preventing any chance Beethoven, deaf, who heard vast
V. M. I., in the middleweight class. face and, as a result, won four of the ■f smoke or soot entering the ovens.
harmonies!
Cannon's left worked beautifully and last six contests.
The battle that they The meat department is equippea Byron, the lame, who climbed tohe won the decision in all three of the gave Furman will long be remembered with large refrigeration rooms ana
wards Alpine Skies!
rounds.
Who pleads a handicap, rememberin Greenville. Opposing teams managed a vegetable cooling room.
Cannon's next opponent was De to collect 575 points, while the Tigers
ing these?
The Mess Hall is entirely sell—Violet Alleyn Storey.
Buys of Tulane. Cannon started fast could manufacture only 503.
The ser- sustaining, being financed from the
South Carolina Sand Piper.
Every Clemson Fight Charac- and had the best of the fight until vices of Captain Clark and Pat Cal- student's payments. Neither th«=
De Buys landed a hard right in Can- houn, seniors, will be gravely missed college nor the state gives any
terized by Sportsmanship
non's left eye at the end of the first next season. Both played extremely well money toward its upkeep. The monEat At
The Tiger Mittmen failed to place round. In the second round, De Buys and gave their all for the team this ey is handled the same as other
landed
three
hard
rights
to
Cannon's
THE PRINCESS CAFE
year.
This
year's
varsity
and
freshman
college funds, and records of daily
in the Conference meet. Every fight
in which a Clemson man participated face and floored him. Cannon was squads are now engaged nightly in costs are kept. Captain Harcombe
Charcoal Broiled Steak
!
GREENVILLE, S. C.
■was characterized by his gameness and willing to continue fighting but he was spring practice which they hope will re- s paid a salary, and only the treashurt and the third man in the ring, sult in better team work next year.
urer of the college collects money
sportsmanship.
Clemson Men Always Welcome
The season's record follows:
Tommy Lide, Clemson's bantam- Brackman, gave the fight to De Buys
and pays the bills.
27 Royal A. C
25
C. A. C. ■■
weight, outboxed and outfought Weh- on a technical kayo.
•Norton, L. S. U., defeated "Billy" C. A. .C 25 U. of K
43
ling, 'N. C. State, for a clear decision.
18 U. of Tenn.
23
"Tommy" started slow and used his Megginson in a close match. Meggln- C. A. C
IHKlHIHIHBllglHllg^^
24 U. of S. C
22
left jab to win the first two rounds. son won the first round and fought C. A. C
23 U. of S. C. -..- 31
He opened up in the third with rights on even terms in the second but Nor- C. A. C. 27 P. C
19
and lefts to win the first fight for ton came back in the third round to C. A. C. take a hair line decision from "Billy". C. A. C. ...
17 U. of Ky
30
Clemson.
GET THAT NEW SUIT FOR SPRING HOLIDAYS!
Captain "Jewish" Seigel met unex- C. A. C. ..
27 Wofford
28
Tommy met Robertson of Washingpected
opposition
from
De
Vaughan
of
18
Furman
24
STOCK ON TAILOR-MADE SUITS $19.50 UP
C. A. C. ton and Lee as his next opponent. At
26 Georgia
41
the sound of the bell for the first South Carolina and took a defeat at C. A. C. ...
Juniors and Seniors, use your April Check for a
40 Jewish A. C. 42
round, Roberts rushed from his corner his hands. Reuben started slowly and C. A. C. •■
new suit —
25 Florida
36
and landed several hard, fast rights on had a slight edge in the first round. C. A. C. ■
33 Florida
36
HOW BETTER CAN YOU SPEND YOUR MONEY?
Lide's jaw and floored him. Tommy De Vaughan came back to win the sec- C. A. C. 16 Georgia
40
got up too quick and Robertson took end round. The third round was very C. A. C. ...
31 U. of S. C
22
advantage of this and floored him close but De Vaughan had enough C. A. C. ■■
points
to
give
him
a
very
hard
earned
22
U.
of
S.
C
24
C.
A.
C.
again. The referee gave the fight to
ly Citadel
12
victory.
C. A. C. W. & L. on a technical kayo.
While not winning any titles, Cap- C. A. C. ~
43 P. C
23
Talley Moore, featherweight, lost to
Clemson's Clothier
19 Furman
23
Jones, Mississippi A. & M., by virtue 'ain Heffner's team enjoyed a suc- C. A. C. %
28
Wofford
23
cessful
season
and
are
hopeful
of
doC. A. C. -■
of a knockout. Moore carried the
ing much better next year.

SHJPW^LCll KELLY
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Over Six Thousand Gallons of under?
Prof. Philpott—Deaths.
South Carolina Products
Used This Year

IOTA LAMBDA SIGMA
TAKES NEW MEMBERS

TIGERS IMPROVE NEAR
END OF CAGE SEASON

TIGER BOXERS FAIL TO
PLACE INJONFERENCE

LOOK YOD FELLOWS

HOKE SLOAN'S
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NOTED TEXTILE EXPERT
LECTURESATGLEMSON

THE TIGER

TEXTILE NEWS
Dr. E. W. Sikes, President of Clemson, and Mr. H. H. Willis, Director of

Miss Gladys Miller, Fabric ExClemson Textile Department, attended
pert, Lectures to Texthe conference of Agricultural, Com
tile Students

mercial and Industrial Leaders of the
Carolinas which was held in Charlotte,
It is part of the development program N. Gi February 22. Dr. Sikes was one
of Clemson Textile Department to af- of the principal sepakers at the canford its students as many stimulating quet.
glimpses as possible of the great field
of textiles. Mr. Willis, Director of t.'ie
Department, through the courtesy of
various leaders in the industry) arranges
H. H. Willis, Director of the Clemfor talks to be given to the textile students by authorities in their respective son Textile Department, will deliver a
phases of textiles. These talks are de- paper on 'Factors Influencing the Spinsigned to give the students some con- ning Quality of Cotton" at the D-13
ception of the unlimited and fascinating meeting of the American Society for
opportunities which the textile field of- Testing Materials to be held in Provifers to the man of energy and vision. dence, Rhode Island, March 10 and 11.
The most recent speaker was Miss On, his trip East Mr. Willis will conGladys Miller, fabric expert with F. fer with a number of leaders in the
Schumaker and Company of New York textile industry in reference to the further improvement of the Clemson TexCity.
tile Department.
The Waverly Fabrics division of F.
Schumacher and Company, New York
City, maintains, as service to its customers, the field work of Gladys Miller.
Miss Miller lectures to the consumer
public and the sales staff of the stores
which carry the Waverly fabrics. In this
way F. Schuamcher and Company is in
a position to learn many important factors which aid the firm in converting
decorative fabrics. In a short talk to
the senior class at Clemson College Miss
Miller discussed some of these factors,
emphasizing the necessity of a firm planning its manufacturing lines according to
usage.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2, 1932

REVEREND WRIGHT SPEAKS
AT EPISCOPAL CHURCH

NEW STOCK

Reverend Thomas Wright, pastor of
SHAEFFER, WATERMAN AND CONKLIN PENS
the Episcopal Church of the Uiversity
of 'North Carolina, spoke to a group 01
at
the campus folks and student at the
Episcopal Church Thursday, February
25. Reverend Wright has been active
in student religious affairs for many
years and has taken an active part in
SEE THEM BEFORE YOU BUY
the student conferences at Blue Ridge. «!
The subject of Reverend Wright's
talk was "Witnessing for Christ". In glBBBBEHHHHBllaEHHHBEHHBHHHIgBBBI^HBHaBBHBBBHHHBBHBBBHBHC
his address, he brought out the value
and advantage of the Christ way of
living.
He also pointed out how adverse circumstances bring to a closei
realization of the need and help of God.
This is especially noticeable now as an
ever increasing number of business
GREENVILLE, S. C.
men are turning to Christ.

JOE SLOAN'S

J. O. JONES

Wise men profit more by
than fools by wise men; wise
avoid the faults of fools, but
do not imitate the examples of
men.—iCatp.

fools
men
fools
wls«

OOTFITTERS TO CLEMSON MEN FOR
25 YEARS
CLEMSON HEADQUARTERS IN GREENVILLE

A good design or a novel idea is
worthless unless there is an actual place
in which this fabric may be used. In
the drapery field it is becoming more
and more important to know what types
of furniture, floor covering, and wall
papers are in demand so that the correct
drapery fabric may be provided. Even
though the design may be correct, if
the color is incorrect, its sale is limited.
At present it is possible to chart tne
color demands. The cycle of home fmnishing is approximately fifteen years
from the beginning of a new trend to
its last usage.
At present rust and
green are at the height of colume selling in drapery and upholstery fields.
Yellows, golds and mulberrys are, however, now used as supplementary odors.
In very smart circles reds and blues arcbecoming more important and are called'
prestige colors. The reds run from
lacquer reds to very deep blue reds,'
the blues from powder to deep navys.
These are now used with white arid offwhites,'but soon yellows-will be brought
into the picture.

\1

The great problem of the converter
's to know which price level and which
ype of design should, be manufactured
'n volume and in prestige color harmony
respectively. By closely following consumer and store demand F. Schumacher
ind Company is able to anticipate these
requirements.
Texture is becoming increasingly important. There is a large field open 111
extile research for new weaves and new
combinations of weaves,and weights.
The work done in apparel materials
and in fashions and colors chosen by
women are reflected in the type of fabrics chosen' by women in their decorating,—at a later period however. As
-vomen became more . feminine in their
dress, so do their homes become more
feminine. Hence the present importance
of French-Directoirie Empire and Federal', American in decoration.
Miss Miller feels that Germany and
Sweden do more creative work in decorative textiles but that France influences
decorative textile's through its leadership
in creative design of apparel fabrics.
The field" is wide-' operi for the American, textile grOUPj and- its possibilities
are infinite. .
Correct living adds to the probability of success; no man can
work or think well with hie life
line filled with clinkeTS.
—E. H. Howe.
Europe sees us as Uncle Shylock,
but we are beginning to see ourselves
as Simple Simon.
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Oopr.. 1932, The
American Tobacco Co.

There's none
so good as LUCKIES
SHE'S MISCHIEVOUS, RESTLESS,
AND 20, WEIGHS 112 POUNDS.
Miss Harlow has smoked Luckies
for two years... notonecentwas
paid for her signed statement. She
rose to stardom in "Hell's Angels"
. . . and if you've seen her new
COLUMBIA PICTURE, "THREE
WISE GIRLS," you'll understand
why thousandsof girls are trying to
match her riotous platinum blonde
locks. We appreciate all she
writes of Luckies, and so we say,
"Thanks, Jean Harlow."

"I've tried all cigarettes and there's none so good as
LUCKIES. And incidentally I'm careful in my choice of
cigarettes. I have to be because of my throat. Put me
down as one who always reaches for a LUCKY. It's a
real delight to find a Cellophane wrapper that opens
without an ice pick."

t*

It's toasted"

Your Throat Protection—against irritation—against cough
And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 modern minutes with the world's finest dance orchestras and Walter WincheU, whose gossip
of today becomes the news of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B; C. networks.

